
Subject: HELP PLEASE!!
Posted by Azndemon989 on Wed, 04 Jun 2003 19:56:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I have no idea how to play the other maps on multiplayer practice, and all I can play is Under.
How do I activate the other maps so that I can play them on multiplayer practice? Any
suggestions??

Subject: Skirmish Cycle..
Posted by flyingfox on Wed, 04 Jun 2003 21:11:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Simply click here, scroll down to the file "Skirmish Cycle" (the list is in alphabetical order) and
download that. You'll need a gamespy account, which is free. Once you've downloaded it, unzip
the folder and put the file inside it into your C:\westwood\renegade\data folder. If you want to
change a specific map in the rotation, open the file up and I believe you'll find a section in it
looking like this:

MapName00=C&C_Bunkers,mix
MapName01=C&C_Field.mix
MapName02=C&C_Volcano.mix
MapName03=C&C_Walls.mix
MapName04=C&C_City.mix
MapName05=C&C_Canyon.mix
MapName06=C&C_Hourglass.mix
MapName07=C&C_Mesa.mix
MapName08=C&C_Islands.mix
MapName09=C&C_Complex.mix

Simply change the names of these maps (I'm not 100% sure this works) to have such and such a
map rotated. After playing the first c&c_Under level, the next map will come into play.

Alternatively, and even easier, is to simply to go LAN, make the number of players 1 and set up
your maps there to play them. However, you need to be connected to the internet to do that. This
file enables you to do this without the need of that. Hope that helps  

-fox

Subject: HELP PLEASE!!
Posted by General Havoc on Wed, 04 Jun 2003 21:23:50 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A more user friendly application
http://modx.the-pitts.net/showthread.php?s=d8f11e15d3208df3625619a6501d0e12&threadid=340
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